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Protein	local	conformations	at	the	light	of	a	structural	
alphabet	

ABSTRACT	
	
Protein	structures	are	classically	described	in	terms	of	secondary	structures.	Even	
if	 the	 regular	 secondary	 structures	 have	 relevant	 physical	 meaning,	 their	
recognition	 from	 atomic	 coordinates	 has	 some	 important	 limitations	 such	 as	
uncertainties	 in	 the	 assignment	 of	 boundaries	 of	 helical	 and	 β-strand	 regions.	
Further,	 on	 an	 average	 about	 50%	 of	 all	 residues	 are	 assigned	 to	 an	 irregular	
state,	 i.e.,	 the	 coil.	 Thus	 different	 research	 teams	 have	 focused	 on	 abstracting	
conformation	of	protein	backbone	in	the	localized	short	stretches.	Using	different	
geometric	 measures,	 local	 stretches	 in	 protein	 structures	 are	 clustered	 in	 a	
chosen	 number	 of	 states.	 A	 prototype	 representative	 of	 the	 local	 structures	 in	
each	cluster	is	generally	defined.	These	libraries	of	local	structures	prototypes	are	
named	 as	 "structural	 alphabets".	 We	 have	 developed	 a	 structural	 alphabet,	
named	Protein	Blocks,	not	only	to	approximate	the	protein	structure,	but	also	to	
predict	 them	 from	 sequence	 [1,2].	 Since	 its	 development,	 we	 and	 other	 teams	
have	explored	numerous	new	research	fields	using	this	structural	alphabet.	I	will	
review	 here	 some	 of	 the	 most	 interesting	 applications:	 (i)	 the	 most	 efficient	
protein	 superimposition	 methods	 [3,4],	 (ii)	 new	 ways	 to	 analyze	 protein	
structures	 [2],	 and	 (iii)	 new	 tool	 for	 analysis	 of	 protein	 dynamics	 and	 allostery	
[5,6].		
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Encoding	From	3D	Protein	structure	to	1D	sequence	in	terms	of	Protein	Blocks	

?	

KBCCDDDDFBFKLMMMMMMMMMMNOPABDCDDFB
FKLMMMMMMNGOIABDCDDFBDGHILMLMMMMMM
MMPMKLMMPCCDDDDFBDCFKLMMMMMMNOPABD
CDDDDDFKLMMMMMMMMMMMNO 

DDDDFKOMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMNOPACDDDDFKL
PCFKLMMMPFBDCDDDDDEHJLPACFKLMMMMMM
MMMMMMGHIACDDEHIAFKLNOMMMMMMMMMMMM
NOPACFBACDDDEHJACKLMMMMMMMMMMMMM 

2fox	3chy	

Substitution matrix based on superimposed proteins of PALI 
+ Local / global alignment  + anchor-based approach	

3chy_: KBCCDDDDFBF--KLMMMMMMMMMMNOPABDCDDFBFKLMMMMMMNGOIABDCDDFBDGHI 
2fox_: ---DDDDFKOMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMNOPACDDDD--FKLPCFKLMMM-PFBDCDDDDDEHJ 
 
3chy_: LM--LMMMMMMMMPMKLMMPCCDDDDFBDCFKL-----MM-MMM-M-NOPA--BDCDDDD- 
2fox_: LPACFKLMMMMMMMMMMMMGHIACDDEHIAFKLNOMMMMMMMMMMMMNOPACFBACDDDEH 
 
3chy_: -DFKLMMMMMMMMMMMNO 
2fox_: JACKLMMMMMMMMMMMMM 

+	

iPBA:	pairwise	protein	structure	superimposition	(http://www.dsimb.inserm.fr/dsimb_tools/ipba/)	
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Performance	of	iPBA	was	better	than	
methods	like	DALI	and	MUSTANG	in	
more	than	80%	of	the	pairwise	
alignments.	

0.92	Å	(278	aa)	0.89	Å	(282	aa)	 1.7	Å	(305	aa)	

iPBA	 DALI	 MUSTANG	

mulPBA:	multiple	protein	structures	superimposition		(http://www.dsimb.inserm.fr/dsimb_tools/mulpba/)	

New	tool	for	analysis	of	protein	dynamics	and	allostery	

MDs	of	Calf-1:	difference	between	Neq	and	RMSf	

Flexibility: no ! rigid part surrounded by deformable regions 

New	tool	for	analysis	of	protein	dynamics	and	allostery	

Calf-1:	no	impact	at	the	variant	sites	!	 Wild-type:  9 interactions 
Variant: only one conserved but 3 
new ones that compensate ! 
à No structural changes 

https://github.com/pierrepo/PBxplore 
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Long range impacts – 
observed with PBs 

Calf-1:	Global	variant	mobility	

Variant L653R


